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This is an interesting example of a lie by action not by speech.

From the time Lawrence learned of the Sykes-Picot Agreement, he was playing a
game that was borderline treasonous. The Arabs, you see, were fighting and dying
alongside Lawrence based on what he knew to be a lie. He took on attempting to
sabotage that lie. Some historians claim it was Lawrence who tipped off Emir Faisal
about the British double-dealing, which set off the Emir attempting some doubledealing of his own — an offer to change sides that came to nothing when the Turks
would not put up a lie to match the British lie.
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This is an interesting example of a lie by action not by speech. Lawrence of Arabia
effectively derailed a pan-Arab union by military action that pretended to support it, but
effectively destroyed it. Lies are really a basic property of how our brains think, not how
we speak or write lies in natural language. Natural language is just a window on the
amazingly fast, precise, and accurate predication engine of the neocortex. It conjures
complicated sentences and stories but our natural language is simply the communication
protocol for these, and not the basic mechanism which can be expressed by action,
movies, hand waving, smiles, and silence.
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Makes you wonder which Agency of the American government should be called the
Agency of Lies. Perhaps each Agency has lies that are their particular meat and potatoes.
These lies should not be fiat lies, they should all be turned to into conversational, folk,
)

lies that we are all informed about and can support.
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